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Introduction

Introduction
The origin of roulette is not very clear. Whilst historians cannot
agree on the origins of the game, many believe it was originally
invented by the Chinese, and brought into Europe by Dominican
Monks who were trading with the Chinese. The French however,
mainly believe it was invented by Blaise Pascal, a 17th Century
French mathematician. The word "roulette" is derived from a
French word meaning a small wheel.
The roulette wheel was made popular during the late 18th
century when the ruler of Monaco at the time, Prince Charles,
introduced gambling to Monaco to aid with the region’s
economic growth.
In 1842, two Frenchmen, Francois and Louis Blanc, invented the
single "0" roulette game. This is the European roulette wheel of
today. Although this version found its way to America, it was
not accepted there, as the casinos favoured the two zero (00)
wheel for its higher casino edge.
The advent of the internet allowed the game to flourish online,
and today there are thousands of online casinos making it easy
for everyone to have access to the game.
In this, the Sequel to How to Win at Online Roulette, we will
cover a system by which you will be able to make a living out of
playing online roulette daily. Whether you want to make $100,
$250, $1,000 or $10,000 a day, this book will show you how you
can achieve this through a simple system for making consistent
daily profits from investing on roulette at online Casinos.
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The Prerequisites
Welcome to the sequel to the successful online roulette book,
How to win at online roulette. In the prequel, we covered several
basic techniques that could be used to make wins at online
casinos. The systems in that book were meant as a starting guide
to this, the Ultimate Online Roulette System.
Before we get into the techniques, let us first analyse your
financial position.
You are advised to apply an asset allocation policy to all your
investments. The scope of this book is not broad enough to go
into depth about asset allocation; therefore, you are advised to
acquire the book Asset Allocation: the Key to Financial Success.
This book will guide you through the asset allocation policy
determination, application, and maintenance process.
To grow in profits you have to apply a regular profit taking
policy, and reallocate investment returns into different
investment risk levels. Online roulette belongs to the
Momentum, or high-risk investment category or group. This
momentum group is highly volatile. At no time must you invest
more than 20% of your investment funds in this group.
Spread betting, greyhound and horse race betting and all other
sports betting, poker, roulette, and all other gambling games and
sports belong in this investment group. Options, Futures, and
High Yield Investments Programs (HYIP) and investments also
belong in this high-risk group.
Because of the high-risk nature of this investment group, it is
advised that you do not use funds you cannot afford to loose. If
you do not follow the rules in this book, or if you are unable to
apply greed management effectively to your momentum
investments, you will certainly loose.
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It is therefore important that you not only learn the techniques
and system in this book, but also learn greed management, and
follow the rules to guarantee you consistent wins. We shall cover
methods for managing your greed after covering the rules of the
system.

Your online roulette success tools
Before you begin, you will need access to a computer with
internet access. The following is a list of software that you are
advised to acquire in order to secure your roulette transactions
over the internet:
1. Antivirus software (Panda, Apple, AVG, Symantec,
McAfee, F-Prot, and Sophos are a few of the
manufacturers you can investigate)
2. Firewall software (Zone Labs, Apple, McAfee, Microsoft
are a few of the manufacturers you can investigate)
3. Ad blocking software (Microsoft, Apple, Lavasoft,
AdSubtract, PanicWare, AdsGone, are a few of the
manufacturers you can investigate)
4. Internet browsing software (Microsoft, Apple, Netscape,
AOL, Opera are a few of the manufacturers you can
investigate)
5. Spreadsheet software (Microsoft, Apple, Lotus are a few
of the manufacturers you can investigate)
6. Email software (Microsoft, Apple, Lotus, Eudora are a
few of the manufacturers you can investigate)
Today the internet is riddled with spyware, adware, viruses, and
other irritants. Protect yourself from these by installing the
appropriate protective software, and regularly, update them.
Once you have a computer with internet access, you will need to
open an account with an online gaming site that offers online
roulette.
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The following are a few of the sources listing these sites:
x
x

http://www.casino.com/index/index2.asp
http://www.casinoguide.ws.

There are many more casino sites on the internet. To find these,
simply search for “online roulette casinos” on your internet
search engine (Yahoo, Google, MSN, WebCrawler, Alltheweb,
AltaVista, AOL etc).

A quick note on privacy
If you want to keep your financial transactions private, you can
use an e-currency casino. These casinos accept payment via ecurrencies. E-currency affords you another level of privacy and
secrecy by obscuring your real name and financial details. The
following are a few e-currency sites:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

e-gold (www.e-gold.com)
e-bullion (www.e-bullion.com)
INTGold (www.intgold.com)
Pecunix (www.pecunix.com)
GoldMoney (www.goldmoneyt.com)
1MDC (www.1mdc.com)
Paypal (www.paypal.com)

For casinos that accept the above e-currencies, simply search for
the name of the e-currency followed by casino, i.e. “e-gold
casino”.
Once an e-currency account is opened, you can transfer money
to your e-currency account, and anonymously use this money on
the participating online casinos.
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Visit lulu.com for more details on this book.

For details on the new
Goldmine Roulette System, go to:
http://www.gambling-systems.com

